Virtual Sentry detects intruders in real-time and reacts immediately to prevent loss to your business.

VISENTRY introduces VIRTUAL SENTRY, the Intelligent
Video Monitoring Solution for construction sites security
Protect your
construction
site from theft
and reduce
security costs
Why Virtual Sentry?
* Prevents theft and vandalism
* Eliminates on-site guarding costs
* Reduces insurance costs
* Ensures fast law enforcement response
* Increases productivity
* 24/7 customer support
* Provides peace of mind

Virtual Sentry is a cost effective video
and audio surveillance system that is
monitored from Visentry’s Central
Station. The system is event driven
and its main purpose is to continuously
monitor the construction site from
“closing” to “opening” time for predefined security violations and act upon
when such violations are detected, thus
providing robust intrusion prevention.
Virtual Sentry utilizes video cameras
to create a virtual fence around the
construction site. Intelligent software
monitors the camera views in real
time to detect intruders. Outdoor
loud speakers provide two way audio
communications with the monitored site.

The Digital Recording systems provides
24/7 continuous recording of all cameras.
Streaming video, audio and data are
transmitted via the internet to the central
station.
If a suspicious person is detected, while
contacting the authorities, the Visentry
security specialist will advise the intruder
over the loud speaker that he has been
observed and recorded and that the police
are on their way. The entire event will be
recorded and a video clip of the incident
will always be available for the customer
and the authorities. Our primary objective
will always be to deter and subsequently
prevent from any unauthorized individuals
to step into the monitored spaces.

Customer Testimonial:
The value proposition with Virtual Sentry
is enormous when you are able to replace
guards with intelligent video monitoring
over such a large outdoor area. From
reduced personnel cost to lower insurance
premiums, not to mention a decrease in
vandalism and theft, the cost savings of
such a system can be substantial.
Ari Green
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Arista Security
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As outlined by the Insurance Companies
Requirements for Course of Construction
Sample Cost Comparison on an average
10,000 sq. ft. home for one year of protection
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